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Forces and the laws of motion chapte

Strength is defined as a push or pull rendered on an object that produces acceleration in an ann object. Newton is a division of the SI force. Below are three changes that can be observed on the body when force is applied: Changing the direction of body movement Changing the body's speed Changing body shape Force can be either balanced or unbalanced. Power is said to be
balanced when they undo each other in such a way that the result is zero. When the force acting on the body moves the body in the direction of force that is greater than the other, it is known as an unbalanced force. Laws of motion There are three laws of motion, and they are: The first law of motion: According to the first law of the movement, the object remains at rest or in a
state of unified movement if not acted by force. This law is also known as the law of inertia. Second law of motion: Under the Second Motion Act, the change in the impulse of an object is proportional to the force used and is in the same direction as force. Third Law of Motion: According to the third law of the movement, there is an equal and opposite reaction to each action, and
they operate on two different objects. Download the PDF Lakhmir Singh Physics Class 9 Solutions for Chapter 2 Force and Motion Access Laws Lahmir Singh Physics Class 9 Solutions for Chapter 2 Power and Laws of Motion Page No: 55 Very short answer Type No. 1. What is the name given to the product of body mass and speed? Answer: The body mass and speed product
is known as pulse. No 2. Name the physical amount, which is considered a measure of the amount of body movement. Answer: Momentum is used to measure body movement. B3. What is the SI Pulse Unit? Answer: THE SI Pulse Unit is kg.m/s. No.4. The state of whether the impulse is scalable or vector. Answer: Momentum is a vector of quantity because it has a value as well
as a direction. B5 euros. What is the general impulse of the bullet and the gun before the shooting? Answer: The overall pulse of bullets and cannons before firing is zero, as their speed is zero. No 6. Name the physical number, the unit of which is kg.m/s. Answer: Momentum is the number, the unit of which is kg.m/s. No.7. What will be the pulse of the body mass 'm' that moves
at v speed? Answer: Momentum body mass m, which moves at V speed, is given as: p and mv No8. What is the usual name of forces that cannot make movement in the body, but only change its shape? Answer: Balanced force cannot produce movement in the body, but can only change shape. No9. Name an unbalanced force that slows down the movement of the bike when we
stop pedaling. Answer: The unbalanced force that slows down the movement of the bike when we stop pedaling is known as frictional force. No10. Find out if the following statement is correct false: false: forces acting on the body to change its shape. Answer: Lies. No11. When the ball fell from a height, its speed gradually increases. Name the force that causes this change in
speed. Answer: The change in the speed of the ball is due to gravity. Q12. Name the property of the bodies to resist the change in their state of mind or movement. Answer: Inertia is responsible for the organs resisting a change in rest or movement. No13. What is the name of the first law of the Newton Movement? Answer: Another name is the law of Galileo's inertia. No14.
Object A weighs 6 kg and the other object B is 34 kg. Which of the two objects A or B has more inertia? Answer: Object B has more inertia because the mass of object B is greater than A. No.15. Name the scientist who gave the laws of motion. Answer: Sir Isaac Newton gave the laws of motion. No16. The state of whether the force is a scalar or a vector of quantity. Answer:
Power is a vector number. No17. At what physical speed should the speed of the running bull be multiplied to get its momentum? Answer: The speed of the running bull must be multiplied with its weight to get the momentum of No.18. Fill in the blanks: a) ......... is a measure of body inertia. b) When the car stops suddenly, the passengers twitched.......... c) When the stationary car
starts suddenly, the passengers twitched......... d) The first law of the Newton Movement is also called the Law of Galileo.......... (e) If there were no unbalanced force...... and no.......... Resistance, the moving bike will continue to move forever. Answer: a) Mass b) Go back to a) Inertia e) Friction and Air Short Answer Type 19. Explain why it is easier to stop a tennis ball than a
cricket ball moves at the same speed. Answer: It is easier to stop a tennis ball than a cricket ball moves at the same speed because the momentum of a cricket ball will be higher than a tennis ball as a mass cricket ball is bigger than a tennis ball. Therefore, less force is required to stop a tennis ball compared to a cricket ball. No20. Explain the value of the following equation: p and
mv, where symbols have their usual meanings. Answer: p mv is the equation of the body's pulse, which is equal to the product of its mass and speed. Where, p is the pulse of the body m is the body weight V is the body rate No. 21. Explain how a karate player can break a pile of tiles with a single stroke of his hand. Answer: A karate player can break a pile of tiles with one hand
stroke, because the force exerted by them is large enough to break these tiles, as the momentum of his land is reduced to zero. No22. Calculate the dynamics of a toy car weighing 200g moving at a speed of 5 m/s. Answer: Mass toy car, m 200g 0.2kg Speed, V 5m/s Momentum, p pm 1kg/s 23. What is the change in 1,500 kg when its speed increases from 36 km/h to 72 km/h
evenly? Answer: Car weight - 1500 kg Speed, v1 - 36 km/h, 10 m/s, p1 (1500) (10) - 15,000 kg/s Speed, v2 - 72 km/h - 20 m/s Momentum, p2 - (1500) (20) - 30,000kg/s Pulse Change - p2 - p1 15,000 kg/s. Body weight 25 kg is 125 kg/s. Calculate body speed. Answer: Body weight, m 25kg Momentum, p 125 kg/s p-m in p/m, 5 m/s Body speed is 5 m/s. Calculate the pulse of the
following: a) an elephant weighing 2000 kg, moving with 5 m/s b) bullet weighing 0.02 kg, moving with 400 m/s Answer: a) Elephant mass 2000 kg Speed - 5 m/s Momentum - mw - 10000 kg/s b) Bullet mass - 0.02 kg Speed 400 m/s Momentum - mv 8 kg/s 26. Which of the two balanced forces or unbalanced forces can change the shape of the object? Here's an example to
illustrate your response. Answer: Balanced force can change the shape of an object. For example, when a balloon is between both hands, a balanced force is applied on both sides, resulting in a change in the shape of the balloon. No27. Describe the term inertia in relation to movement. Answer: Movement inertia is defined as a property of the body, which is why resistance to
changes in shape or change of even movement. No28. Newton's first law of the movement. Give two examples to illustrate the first law of the Newton Movement. Answer: According to the first law of the Newton movement, the body remains at rest or in a state of motion until it is subject to external force. The sliding book on the table is an example of Newton's first law of
movement. No29. What is the factor of body inertia? Which has more inertia, a cricket ball or a rubber ball of the same size? Answer: Body inertia depends on body weight. The inertia of a cricket ball is bigger than a rubber ball of the same size as a mass cricket ball larger. No30. Why do passengers on the bus tend to fall backwards when it starts suddenly? Answer: Passengers
on the bus tend to fall backwards when it starts suddenly due to inertia as passengers tend to remain at rest while the bus starts to move. No31. Explain why a person travelling on a bus falls forward when the bus suddenly stops. Answer: When the bus suddenly stops, people fall forward because of their inertia as they are in a state of motion, even when the bus has come to rest.
Give a reason for this: When the hanging carpet is beaten with a stick the dust particles begin to emerge from it. Answer: When the hanging carpet is beaten with a stick, dust particles come out of it, because dust particles remain at rest until the carpet starts to move sideways and forwards when it is hit with a stick. The inertia of dust particles is broken and makes them separate
from the carpet. No33. When a tree shakes, its fruits and leaves fall, why? Answer: When a tree shakes, its fruits and leaves fall because their resting state is disturbed and thus separated from the tree. No34. Explain why it is dangerous to jump out of a moving bus. Answer: It is dangerous to jump out of a moving bus because a moving bus will have speed, which will also speed a
person, jumping as there is a tendency to stay in a state of motion due to inertia. When jumping, there is a chance to hurt yourself as the resistance offered by the ground will be greater. No35. What is the impulse in kg.m/s 10 kg of car travelling on a) 5 m/s b) 20 cm/s) 36 km/h Answer: Car mass, m - 10 kg Momentum - mv a) Speed, in - 5 m/s Momentum - mv 50 kg/s b) Speed, in
- 20 cm/s, 0.2 m/s Momentum - mv 2 kg/s) Speed, v 36 km/h. (a) Identify the body's impulse. What factors do the body's impulse depend on? b) Calculate the change in the pulse of the body weighing 5 kg while reducing its speed from 20 m/s to 0.20 m/s. Answer: (a) Momentum is defined as a physical quantity, which is a measure of the amount of movement of the moving body.
Momentum depends on the mass and speed of the body. b) Body weight - 5 kg Speed, v1 - 20 m/s Momentum, p1 -1 (20) (5) - 100 kg/s Speed, v2 - 0.2 m/s Momentum, p2 - (5) (0.2) - 1 kg/s Pulse change - p2 - p1 - 1-100 - -99 kg/s 77. (a) Define the term force. b) to produce different effects of force. Answer: (a) Force is defined as an influence that brings the moving organism to
rest or can cause the resting body to move. b) Below are the effects of force: (i) Force can stop a moving object (ii) The force can move the resting object iii) The force can change the direction of the moving body iv) The force can change the shape of the body (v) The force can change the speed of the moving body No.38. Give one example each where: a) force moves stationary
body b) force stops moving body in) force changes the speed of the moving body d) force changes the direction of the moving body e) force changes the shape and size of the body Response: a) Removing the football, which is at rest b) Applying the brakes in moving cars in) Pushing to speed up the movement of the motorcycle d) Moving the ball, hitting it with an electronic bat
(a) What do you mean by the terms balanced forces and unbalanced forces? Explain the examples. b) What type of force - balanced or unbalanced - act on a rubber ball when we push it between our hands? What effect is produced in the ball? Answer: (a) When the forces acting on the body are zero, forces are called balanced force. Pressing a balloon between both hands is an
example of balanced strength. When actions on the body are not zero, forces are called unbalanced force. Pushing a toy car is an example of unbalanced force in which the car starts to move as there is unbalanced force acting on it. b) When a rubber ball is pressed between our hands, the balanced force acts on it and therefore there is no change in its shape. 40 pounds. (a)
What happens to passengers travelling on a bus when the bus turns sharply? Give reasons for your response. b) Why are high-speed traffic accidents much worse than low-speed traffic accidents? Answer: a) When the bus takes a sharp turn, passengers tend to move sideways as their inertia of movement in a straight line is broken. b) Traffic accidents at high speeds are much
worse than traffic accidents at low speeds because the momentum of vehicles at high speed is very high compared to the pulse of a vehicle at low speed. Multiple choice questions number 41. When the tube of toothpaste is compressed, its shape changes. The force responsible for this is an example: (a) Balanced Forces (b) Centrestual Forces (c) unbalanced forces (d)
centrifugal forces Answer: Correct option c) unbalanced forces No.42. The inertia of the object usually causes the object: a) increase its speed b) reduce its speed in) to resist the change in motion d) slow down due to friction Answer: The correct option c) to resist the change in motion status No. 43. When we talk about the force acting on the body. This usually means: (a) Electric
Force (b) Balanced Force (c) Unbalanced Force (d) Nuclear Force Answer: Correct Option c) Unbalanced Force No.44. A passenger in a moving train tossss a coin that falls behind him. This shows that the movement of the train: a) accelerated b) retarded d) on the circular track Answer: The correct option a) accelerated No45. When the hanging carpet is beaten with a stick, dust
particles begin to come out of it. This phenomenon is best explained by using: a) Newton's third law of motion b) Newton's Law of Gravity in) Newton's first law of motion d) Newton's second law of motion Answer: Correct option c) Newton's first law of motion No. 46. The tanker with water filled with up to two-thirds of the tank of water, works at the same speed. When the brakes
suddenly apply, the water in the tank will: a) move back b) move forward in) climb up d) remain unchanged Answer: Correct option b) move forward No. 47. If we release a magnet held in our hand, it falls to the ground. The force that causes the magnet to fall is an example: a) balanced force b) unbalanced force (c) magnetic force (d) muscle strength Answer: Correct option b)
unbalanced force No.48. Inertia moving Depends on: a) the pulse of the object (b) the speed of the object in) the mass of the object (d) the shape of the object Answer: Correct option in) the mass of the object object When you press the rubber ball between the hands, its shape changes. This is because: (a) Balanced forces operate in a balloon (b) unbalanced forces operate in a
hot air balloon (c) frictional forces operate in a balloon (d) gravitational forces operate on a balloon Answer: The correct option (a) balanced forces operate on balloon no.50. Which of the following effects cannot be produced by an unbalanced force acting on the body? a) Change in body speed b) change in body shape c) change in body direction (d) change in the state of the rest
of the body Answer: Correct option b) body shape change Page No: 74 Very short answer Type No.1. What is the physical quantity that corresponds to the speed of the momentum change? Answer: The physical quantity that corresponds to the speed of the pulse change is a force. No 2. The state has a connection between the impulse of the organ and the force acting on it. B3.
What is a power tyre unit? Answer: The SI force unit is Newton. No 4. Identify one Newtonian force. Answer: One Newtonian force is defined as a force that acts on the body weighing 1 kg, producing an acceleration of 1 m/s2. B5 euros. What is the relationship between strength and acceleration? Answer: The relationship between force and acceleration is a force that affects the
body, directly proportional to the acceleration produced in the body. No 6. If the body weight and force acting on it double, what happens to acceleration? Answer: Acceleration remains the same as f/m If the force is doubled, the mass will also be doubled, that is; 2F and 2m. Then the acceleration of 2F/2m and F/m therefore acceleration remains the same. Q7. Name the physical
number, the unit of which is Newton. Answer: Newton is a unit of the SI force. No 8. What is the physical principle involved in the operation of the jet? Answer: Maintaining momentum is a physical principle that is involved in the operation of a jet aircraft. No9. What is the principle on which the missile works. Answer: Maintaining momentum is the principle on which the missile
works. No10. Whether the following statement is true or false: a missile can propel itself into a vacuum. Answer: This statement is true because the missile does not require air to get uplifted. No11. What is the force that accelerates 1 m/s2 in the body weighing 1 kg? Answer: Mass, m y 1 kg Acceleration, a 1 m/s2 Power, F and Ma 1N No 12. Find acceleration is made by a force of
5N acts on the mass of 10 kg. Answer: Dan, Silas, F 5N Mass, m 10 kg Acceleration, F/m 5/10 0.5 m/s2 13. A girl weighing 25 kg stands on the floor. It has a downward force of 250N on What power does the floor have on her? Answer: The force exerted by the girl down , 250N - the force rendered by the sex under the third law of the movement, each actin as equal and opposite
reaction. a f/m No14. Name the physical quantity that makes it easier to accelerate a small car than a larger car. Answer: It is easier to disperse a small car than a large car, because the acceleration of the car is inversely proportional to the mass of the car. No15. Fill in the following gaps with the appropriate words: a) To each action, there is.......... And............ Reaction. b)
Momentum is............. It radiates......... c) Newton's second law of movement can be written as power is a product of mass and............ or force.......... Changes........... d) The forces in the third pair of Newton's Law have equal......... but act in the opposite way.......... (e) Collisions and explosions total...... remains constant, provided that no external ....... Answer: (a) Equal and
opposite b) Vector and kg.m/c) Accelerated, Speed and Pulse (d) Magnitude and Directions (e) Momentum and Force Short Answer Type No.16. Explain the meaning of the following equation: F and ma Where symbols have their usual meanings. Answer: The force is directly proportional to the product of body mass and acceleration. F Ma Where, F is the force used on the body
m is body weight is the acceleration produced in the body No. 17. To take the boat away from the river bank, the boatman pushes the shore with a paddle. Why? Answer: To pick up the boat from the river bank, the boatman pushes the shore paddle, because in this way it can exert equal and opposite force on the boat, forcing the boat to move forward and from the shore. No18.
Why does the shooter get a jerk when shooting a bullet? Answer: The shooter get a jerk when firing a bullet, because when the bullet is fired from the gun, the force that is responsible for the bullet moving forward is equal to the force that pushes the gun back as the mass of the gun is high giving a jerk to the gunman. Q19. If the action is always equal to the reaction, explain why
a cart pulled by a horse can be moved. Answer: The cart pulled by the horse can be moved because the horse first leans forward and then pushes the ground with its feet so that more force is applied to the ground than the frictional force that resists the movement of the wheels. No20. Explain how the rocket works. Answer: The missile operates on the principle of action and
reaction. Hot gases are produced in the rocket due to the rapid burning of fuel that pops out of the jet at the bottom of the rocket. The gas produced is at a very high speed. The equal and opposite reaction force acts downwards, pushing the rocket up at high speed. No 21. Are actions and reactions to the same body or different organs? How they are connected in And direction?
Are they simultaneous or not? A: Actions and reactions apply to two different bodies. But both are of equal magnitude, but act in opposite directions so that they act and react simultaneously. No22. If a person jumps out of a boat, the boat moves backwards. Why? Answer: If a person jumps out of a boat, the boat moves backwards because when a person gets out of the boat, he
puts pressure on the boat in the opposite direction. It pushes the boat back. In addition, the force in the forward direction is responsible for equal and opposite force. No23. Why is it difficult to walk on a slippery road? A: It is difficult to walk on slippery roads because these roads have less friction and rendering retroactive force on slippery land becomes difficult to make it difficult to
walk on slippery roads. No24. Explain why the runner pushes to the ground with his feet before he starts his run. Answer: The runner presses the ground with his feet before he starts his run because he applies an reverse force that has an equal and opposite reaction, forcing the runner to move forward. No25. The 60g bullet fired from a 5-kilogram cannon goes at a speed of 500
m/s. Find the speed at which the gun recedes. Answer: Given the mass of the bullet, m1 60g 0.06 kg Bullet speed, v1 and 500 m/s Mass cannon, m2 and 5 kg Recoil speed, v2 ? m1v1 - m2v2 Thus, v2 - 6 m/s. Bullet 10g, moving at a speed of 200 m/s, strikes and remains embedded in the target weighing 2 kg, which is initially at rest, but moves freely. At what speed does the
target shut down? Answer: Bullet mass, m1 - 10g - 0.01 kg Bullet speed, v1 - 200 m/s Mass block with built-in bullet, m2 - 2 - 0.01 - 2.01 kg Rate of recoil, v2 - ? m1v1 - m2v2 v2 - 0.99 m/s. Body weighing 2 kg is at rest. What should be the magnitude of the force that will force the body to move at a speed of 30 m/s at the end of 1s? Answer: Body weight - 2 kg Initial speed, u - 0
Final speed, v 30 m/s Time, t 1s Acceleration, a (v-u)/t 30 m/s2 Force Body weighing 5 kg moves at a speed of 10 m/s. The force is applied to it so that for 25 seconds, it reaches a speed of 35 m/s. Answer: Body weight - 5 kg Initial speed, u - 10 m/s Final speed, v 35 m/s Time, t 25s Acceleration, a (v-u)/t 1 m/s2 Sila 5N No29. The 2,400 kg car, travelling at 20 m/s, stops in 10
seconds when the brakes are applied. Calculate backwardness and inhibiting such force. Answer: Car weight 2400 kg Initial speed, u 20 m/s Final speed, v 0 m/s Time, t 10s Retardation, a (v-u)/t 2 m/s2 Force How long the 100N force should operate on the body 20 kg, so that it acquires a speed of 100 m/s? Answer: Body weight 20 kg Initial speed, u 0 m/s Final speed, v No 100
Power, F 100 N Acceleration, A F/m 100/20 y 5 m/s2 Time, t q (v-u)/a 20s No31. How long will it take to force 10N to stop a 2.5kg mass that moves 20 m/s? Answer: Body weight - 2.5 kg Initial speed, u - 20 m/s Final speed, v 0 m/s Power, F - 10N Acceleration, F/m - 10/2.5 - 4 m/s2 Since then, v qlt; u, used a negative mark - -4 m/s2 time, i.e. (v-u)/a 5 s 32. The body's speed of 10
kg increases from 4 m/s to 8 m/s, when the force acts on it for 2s. (a) What is the impulse before the action of force? b) What is the impulse after the force action? c) What is the increase in momentum per second? d) What is the value of power? Answer: Body weight - 10 kg Initial speed, u - 4 m/s Final speed, v 8 m/s Time, t 2s a) Momentum before force action, p1 and m 40 kg/s
b) Momentum after force action, p2 - mv - 80 kg/s c) Take the pulse for 2s and p2 - p1 - 40 kg/s Boost per second - 40/2 - 10 kg/s d) Acceleration, a (v-u)/t 2 m/s2 Force - ma 20N. The gun weighing 3 kg shoots a bullet weighing 30 g. Bullet takes 0.003s to move through the barrel of the gun and acquires a speed of 100 m/s. Calculate: a) the speed at which the gun retreats b) the
force exerted on the gun response: Gun weight Answer: Mass of the gun, m1 3 kg Mass bullet, m2 30g 0.03 kg bullet speed , v2 100 m/s) In accordance with the preservation of the pulse m1v1 u 0 m/s Final speed of the gun, v 1 m/s Time, t 0.003s Acceleration, a (u-v)/t 1000/3 m/s2 Force draw a diagram to show how the rocket engine provides force for moving the rocket
upwards. Label the chart appropriately. Answer: 35 euros. Name the laws involved in the following situations: (a) the sum of the mass products and velocities of the two moving bodies before and after their collision remains the same. b) A body weighing 5 kg can be accelerated more easily by force than another body weighing 50 kg under similar conditions. c) When a person
standing on a roller skate pushes another person B and forces him to move to the right side, the person moves to the left side at an equal distance. d) If there was no friction and resistance to the air, the moving bike would continue to move forever. Answer: a) The Pulse Preservation Act b) Newton's Second Law of Movement c) Newton's Third Law of Movement d) Newton's First
Law of Motion Long Answer Type 36. (a) State and explain Newton's second law of motion. b) A 1,000 kg vehicle, travelling at a speed of 20 m/s, will be put on rest at a distance of 50 meters. (i) Find acceleration (ii) Calculate the unbalanced force by acting on the vehicle Answer: (a) According to Newton's Second Law of Motion, the rate of change in the body's pulse is directly
proportional to the force applied and takes place in forces acting on him. If the body mass m has an initial u speed, then the initial pulse of the body will be mu. Let F be a force acting on the body for a while t with the final V speed. Then the final pulse of the MV. Thus, the change in momentum of mu and time, The rear is t. b) Vehicle mass, m y 1000kg Initial speed, at 20m/s Final
speed, V 0 m/s Distance covered before stopping, with 50m therefore, v2 - u2 - 2as a -4m/s2 Unbalanced Force a) Explain why a cricketer moves his hands back by catching a fast cricket ball. b) The ball is 150g, moves at a speed of 30 m/s, hits the palm of the player's hand and stops in 0.05 seconds. Find the force exerted by the ball on the hand. Answer: (a) The cricketer
moves his hands back, catching a fast cricket ball, so the momentum of the ball is reduced to zero, as the momentum of the fast-moving ball is great. Moving the hand, it increases the time, overshadowing the taken thereby reducing the momentum. b) Ball weight - 150g - 0.15kg Initial speed, u - 30m/s Final speed, v 0 m/s Time, t 0.05s Acceleration, a (v-u)/t 6000m/s2 Power - ma
90N 38. (a) Newton's third law is a movement and cite two examples to illustrate the law. b) Explain why when a firefighter directs a powerful stream of water to the fire from a hose pipe, the hose pipe tends to go backwards. Answer: (a) According to the third law of newton's movement, whenever the body exerts force on another body, there is an equal and opposite force
experienced by the first body. Here are two examples: (i) When a person gets out of a boat, a person has experienced equal and opposite force when he applies force in the opposite direction, which pushes him forward. (ii) When the shooter fires a bullet, he experiences a jerk. This is because for the bullet to move forward, the reverse force applied by the bullet makes a jerk. b)
When a firefighter directs a powerful stream of water to the fire from a hose pipe, the hose pipe tends to go backwards due to the force reaction of the water that is rushing out of the hose pipe in the opposite direction. No39. (a) To issue a law of momentum preservation. b) Discuss the persistence of momentum in each of the following cases: (i) the rocket takes off from the ground
ii) Flight of the jet aircraft Answer: (a) In accordance with the law of maintaining momentum, when the two bodies are acting on each other, their overall momentum remains unchanged as long as there is no external force acting on them. Momentum cannot be created or destroyed. b) When a rocket takes off from the ground, the chemicals in the fuel are burned, producing a very
high speed. This gas is released from the nozzle that is present in the tail, pushing the rocket in a downward direction at a speed that pushes the rocket upwards, balancing the momentum (ii) Equal and opposite impulses are experienced by jets as the fuel used burns providing a high jet speed. 40 pounds. (a) If a balloon filled with air and mouth-unleashed/ released by its mouth in
a downward direction, it moves upwards. Why? b) The unloaded truck weighing 2000 kg has a maximum acceleration of 0.5 m/s2. What is the maximum acceleration when it carries a load of 2000 kg? Answer: (a) The balloon, filled with air and mouth-unleashed/released by the mouth in a downward direction, it moves upwards because of the air that is present in the balloon, pops
out in a downward direction. This is an equal and opposite reaction in a downward direction when the air pushes the balloon up. b) The mass of unloaded truck, m1 and 2000 kg Acceleration, a1 0.5 m/s2 Mass laden truck, m2 - 2000 - 2000 - 4000 kg Acceleration, a2 ? m1×a1 and m2×a2 a2 0.25 m/s2 Issues with multiple options choice No41. The rockets work on the principle of
conservation: a) mass b) energy in) pulse d) Speed Response: Correct answer to) Pulse No.42. An object weighing 2 kg glides at a constant speed of 4 m/s on a frictionless horizontal table. The force required for this object to move at the same speed: (a) a) 32N b) 0N (c) 2N d) 8N Answer: Correct answer b) 0N No43. The physical quantity, which facilitates the acceleration of a
small car than a large car, is measured in a unit: a) m/s b) kg.m/s d) kg.m/s2 Answer: Correct answer b) kg No44. According to the third law of movement, actions and reactions: a) always act on the same body, but in opposite directions b) always act on different bodies in opposite directions c) have the same values and directions (d) act on any organ in a normal response for
each other: The correct answer b) always act on different bodies in opposite directions No.45. Measuring pulse moving body: a) m.s-1 b) kg.m.s-1 c) kg.m.s-2 d) Nm2kg-2 Answer: Correct answer b) kg.m.s-1 q46. A boy weighing 50 kg on the ground attracts the ground with the force of 500 N. The force exerted by the ground on the boy will be: (a) 50 N b) 25000 N c) 10 N d) 500
N Answer: Correct answer d) 500 N No47. Honda City, Maruti Alto, Tata Nano and Mahindra Scorpio operate at the same speed of 50 m/s under the same conditions. If all these cars are hit from behind with the same force and they continue to move forward, the maximum acceleration will be made in: a) Honda City: 1150 kg b) Maruti Alto: 720 kg c) Tata Nano: 600 kg d)
Mahindra Scorpio: 2510 kg Answer: Correct answer to) Tata Nano: 600 kg 48. Acceleration produced by 5 N, acting at a weight of 20 kg per m/s2: a) 4 b) 100 (c) 0.25 (d) 2.5 Answer: Correct answer at) 0.25 q49. Which of the following situations includes Newton's second law a) The force can stop a lighter vehicle as well as a heavier vehicle that is moving b) the force can
accelerate the light vehicle easier than the heavier vehicle that is moving in) the force exerted by the lighter vehicle when a collision with a heavier vehicle leads to both vehicles, resulting in a dead end (d) the force exerted by escaping the air from the balloon in a downward direction makes the balloon go up. : The correct answer b) strength can accelerate a lighter car easier than
a heavier car that move No 50. The fielder pulls his arms back after catching a cricket ball. This allows the fielder: a) exert greater force on the ball b) reduce the strength exerted by the ball in) increase the speed of the momentum change (d) keep the ball in hand firmly Answer: The correct answer b) reduce the strength exerted by the ball Also, visit Lakhmir Singh Solutions for
Class 9 Physics to get a full tackle for all chapters. Chapter. forces and the laws of motion chapter test a. forces and the laws of motion chapter study guide. forces and the laws of motion chapter 4 review answers. forces and the laws of motion chapter test b. forces and the laws of motion chapter study guide answers. chapter 4 forces and the laws of motion. chapter 4 forces and
the laws of motion answers. chapter 4 forces and the laws of motion test answers
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